Applying for Forestry Premiums Online

Applicants registered for Online Services

You will need the following information to log on:
- Username
- Password
- PAC (Personal Access Code)

Contact Online Services on 076-1064424 (with your PPS number) if
- You’re not sure you are already registered
- You can’t remember your log-on details
- You have other technical issues
 Applicants NOT registered for Online Services

- Log on to www.agfood.ie
  - Top left hand side of the screen, you will see Register for Online Services
  - Select Register
  - Complete Registration Details
  - Select Submit Registration

- A letter will issue to you by post with
  - log on details
  - Personal Access Code (PAC)

- On receipt of your letter you can apply for your forestry premium(s) or for any of the Department’s Online Services

INet System – Step 1
INet System – Step 2

INet System – Step 3
De Minimis Declaration

In order for the Forest Service to determine whether eligible de minimis payments have been made, please complete the following:

1) If you or the enterprise you represent have received any eligible de minimis payment during the current year or any time during the previous two years, please tick yes or no. If yes, you must provide details in the table provided:

   Yes [ ] No [ ]

   [Table to be filled by the user with details of de minimis payments]

   [Back to Your Outstanding Payments]

   [Submit Declaration and Continue]

Your Forestry De Minimis Payments

Our records show that the following de minimis payments, relating only to forest payments, have already been made to you or the economic entity you represent during the reporting period:

[Table showing de minimis payments made]

De Minimis payments

[Continue with the process]

De Minimis Declaration

In order for the Forest Service to determine whether eligible de minimis payments have been made, please complete the following:

1) If you or the enterprise you represent have received any eligible de minimis payment during the current year or any time during the previous two years, please tick yes or no. If yes, you must provide details in the table provided:

   Yes [ ] No [ ]

   [Table to be filled by the user with details of de minimis payments]

   [Add Amount] [Sign] [Date Received] [Description]

   [Add Another]

2) If you or the enterprise you represent have received de minimis payments, please tick either yes or no. If yes, you must provide details in the table below:

   [Table showing de minimis payments received]

   [Add Another]
INet System – Step 7

Review your Plantation Map

INet System – Step 7
INet System – Step 8

Form 4 Application 2020

Conditions

1. I declare the information provided by me to the Forest Service in relation to this application is correct.
2. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek a guarantee or security for the performance of any undertaking or of the commission of any act or thing required under this scheme.
3. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
4. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek such information as may be required from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
5. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek such information as may be required from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
6. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek such information as may be required from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
7. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek such information as may be required from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.

I accept these conditions and wish to proceed

INet System – Step 9

Application for subsequent premiums for CN026 has been submitted successfully to the Forest Service. Further checks will be carried out before payment issues. You are advised to print this screen for your records.

Form 4 Application 2020

Conditions

1. I declare the information provided by me to the Forest Service in relation to this application is correct.
2. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek a guarantee or security for the performance of any undertaking or of the commission of any act or thing required under this scheme.
3. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
4. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
5. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
6. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.
7. I understand that the Forest Service will be entitled to seek from time to time, and for periods determined by the Forest Service, such information as may be required for the purpose of ascertaining whether the undertakings or the provisions of this scheme are being observed.

I accept these conditions and wish to proceed
Contact details

Forestry Premium HELPDESK:
- Tel.: 076 106 4437
- E-mail: forestservicepremiums@agriculture.gov.ie
- DAFM, Forestry Division, Subsequent Premiums, Johnstown Castle Estate, Co Wexford

Contact Online Services for technical questions:
- Tel.: 076 106 4424 (with your PPS number)
- You’re not sure you are already registered
- You can’t remember your log-on details